treatments & procedures

Restylane®
RESTORE VOLUME AND FULLNESS
TO FACIAL WRINKLES

WHAT IS RESTYLANE®?
Restylane is a safe, natural cosmetic filler that
restores volume and fullness to facial wrinkles.
Composed of hyaluronic acid, a sugar found
naturally in the skin, Restylane is biodegradeable
and biocompatible. Allergy testing is not required.

Before Restylane

After Restylane

WHO IS A GOOD CANDIDATE?
Any healthy individual with no serious medical
problems may be a good candidate. If you are
pregnant or breast-feeding, you should not
use Restylane.
WHAT CAN RESTYLANE TREAT?
Restylane is especially effective for treating wrinkles
and folds. It is most commonly used to improve the
nasolabial folds (the lines extending from the nose

Please see back side for additional information.
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to the corners of the mouth) and to add volume
to lips, although other areas on the face can be
treated as well.
WHAT IS THE TREATMENT LIKE?
Restylane is injected into the skin by an ultrafine
needle. To optimize your comfort during the short
procedure, topical or local anesthesia may be used.
Results are virtually instantaneous.
HOW LONG WILL THE RESULTS LAST?
Restylane typically lasts 6 to 12 months. Many
patients find that having an additional treatment
before the product has fully dissipated prolongs
the results.
ARE THERE ANY SIDE EFFECTS?
Swelling and bruising may occur, although this
usually subsides within several days. Avoiding
aspirin, Vitamin E, St. John’s Wort, and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medications such
as Advil, Motrin, and Aleve will minimize the
possibility of bruising.
HOW IS RESTYLANE DIFFERENT
FROM BOTOX?
Restylane is a cosmetic filler that fills lines and
grooves. Botox is a purified protein that relaxes
the muscle. Restylane is often combined with Botox
for the most optimal result. Botox eliminates the
underlying root cause of the wrinkle while Restylane
fills in the wrinkle.
For more information about Restylane, please visit
www.SkinCareSanDiego.com
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